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What is Game Balance?� A balanced game is one where the main deter-mining factor for the success of the player is theskill level of that player.� Random events can occur, but a better playershould be more successful than a poor one unlesshe has an unusually long run of bad luck.� Game balance is very much a trial-and-error pro-cess:! play game! tweak game! play game! tweak game and so on! time runs out, release game! tweak some more in the form of patches
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Balancing a Game� Balancing a game is a very di�cult concept tograsp.� What are you balancing against?� Are you balancing it against itself? The player?� And how exactly are you balancing it?� Are you balancing it so that it is a fair game?� Are you balancing it so that it provides a consis-tent experience to the player no matter what herability?� The answers to these questions are somewhat sub-jective and depend on the nature of the game.! For example, a historically accurate simula-tion of the Anglo-Zulu wars would not be afair game, since the Zulus would have tolose.
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Balance� There are two main kinds of balance:! static balance! dynamic balance
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Static Balance� Static balance is concerned with! the rules of the game and! how they interact with each other.� These are time invariant.� Example: the relative strengths of units in a real-time strategy game
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Static Balance: Net Payo� Matrices� Consider a game involving players red and blue.� Each of these players has two strategies:! red has strategies R1 and R2! blue has strategies B1 and B2.� Suppose the net payo� matrix is as follows:B1 B2R1 0 -2R2 3 0� Negative numbers indicate a win for blue whilepositive numbers indicate a win for red. Zero indi-cates a tie.� In a net payo� matrix, each value represents a netpayo�, so, for example, the strategy combinationR2 and B1 may not always result in a win for redbut it usually does.� In computer games, we deal with a large numberof random events that do not always have thesame result, but that will tend toward a certainvalue; hence, the net payo� tends toward a speci�cvalue.
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Static Balance: Dominant Strategies� A weakly dominant strategy is at least as goodas any other strategy, no matter what the otherplayer does.� A strongly dominant strategy is better thanany other strategy, no matter what the otherplayer does.
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Example of a Dominant Strategy� Suppose you're returning home from work, whensuddenly you wonder whether it's your wife'sbirthday today.� Should you buy �owers or not?� Suppose the net payo� matrix (in terms ofbrownie points) is as follows:Wife's Not Wife'sBirthday BirthdayBuy Flowers 10 20Don't Buy Flowers -100 0� The (strongly) dominant strategy is to always buy�owers.� To turn this into a real game decision (by elimi-nating the dominant strategy):! we would have to attribute some cost to the�owers so that buying �owers when it is nother birthday results in a negative payo�! we'd also have to �gure out the exchangerate between dollars and brownie points
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Static Balance: Dominant Strategies� Here's an example from the real-time strategygame Red Alert.� The game is well known for a particular dominant(or near dominant) strategy, which has becomeknown as the tank rush (a name that has spreadto similar strategies in other games).� An experienced player playing as the Soviet sidecould devote all of her energies to producing alarge force of tanks in the early part of the game,and then use those tanks to attack the nascentenemy base en masse.� Against an unprepared opponent, this almostalways guarantees a victory.� Because of the immense number of variablesinvolved, we cannot say with certainty that this isa dominant strategy but is certainly near domi-nant.
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Static Balance: Symmetry� Symmetry is the simplest way of balancing agame.! Each player (including the computer) isgiven the same starting conditions and abil-ities.! The outcome of the game now depends onlyon the relative skill level of the players(though of course, in a turn-based game likechess, one player may have an advantagedepending on who makes the �rst move).� While this approach works in abstract games suchas chess, can you imagine simulating a real battlewith the infantry, knights, and archers lined upfacing each other over a perfectly symmetrical�eld?� It would feel unnatural and would quickly becomeboring.� Note however that pure symmetry works very wellfor sport simulations.
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Static Balance: Symmetry� Instead of pure symmetry, we can have func-tional symmetry.! Functional symmetry is a form of sym-metry where the abilities of the player areroughly � but not exactly � mirrored.! That is, they are functionally equivalent,not exactly equivalent.� Consider a real-time strategy game:! �rst player starts behind a mountain range! second player starts behind a river! �rst player has the ability to create boats! second player has the ability to create heli-copters! the helicopters can pass the mountain range! the boats can pass the river
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Static Balance: Symmetry� symmetry is mainly useful in balancing multi-player games� but it can also be used in balancing single playergames:! it's a good starting point to ensure that thecomputer-controlled entities are roughly inbalance with the player! however, the player runs the risk of beingrestricted to an simple game of tit-for-tat:the computer throws X at me, so I have torespond with Y, which encourages the com-puter to throw more X at me, and so on;this does not lead to particularly interestinggameplay
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Static Balance: Transitive Relation-ships� In a transitive relationship, if A can beat Band B can beat C, then A can beat C.� Why would anyone want to use C when they coulduse A?� Give them a reason by balancing:! A comes at a higher cost (e.g., not neces-sarily direct dollar amounts, but indirectcosts in terms of lives of people sent tofetch the entity, in terms of the di�cultiesthat the player has to endure, etc.)� These indirect costs are called shadow costs;they should be su�ciently high as to justify thereward.� Shadow costs are the end result of a number ofother factors: they can be measured, but cannotbe directly modi�ed.� Pure transitive relationships, without shadowcosts to balance them out, lead to trivial andundemanding gameplay choices, which serve toundermine balance.
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Static Balance: Transitive Relation-ships� Transitive relationships are very common ingames, especially games such as �rst-personshooters.� For example, in Doom:! player starts with a relatively weak pistol! a little way into the game, the player �ndsa shotgun, which is much more e�ective! now the monsters become harder to kill andthe shotgun ammunition becomes scarce! we need to search for another strongerweapon to make the same progress we weremaking before! and so on...� Any game that involves upgrading or augmentingthe player's capabilities makes use of transitiverelationships.
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Static balance: Intransitive Relation-ships� Consider the children's game Rock, Paper, Scis-sors (sometimes called Scissors, Paper, Stone):! scissors cut paper (so scissors beat paper)! paper wraps rock (so paper beats rock)! rock blunts scissors (so rock beats scissors)� This gives us a balanced, 3-way intransitive rela-tionship.� The 3-way intransitive relationship of Rock,Paper, Scissors has been the model for most real-time strategy game balancing and has also beenused in other game genres such as racing gamesand role-playing games.
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Static balance: Intransitive Relation-ships� Problems with static intransitive relationships:! It's too easy for the player to learn thesimple relationships between units and�gure out the best strategy to use.! They can lead to uninteresting gameplaybecause each strategy tends to be usedequally, and the pattern can become pre-dictable.� In order to make the decisions more interesting,we can vary the shadow costs to alter the likeli-hood that the particular strategy/unit is chosen.� Example: We have a confrontation between craftsA and B:! Both A and B can operate as an aircraft orsubmersible.! A is optimized for �ight and tends to beatB in air combat.! B is optimized for submersible operationand tends to beat A in submerged combat.! By altering the environment (and hence,the shadow costs of operating the craft), weintroduce an interesting dynamic in therelationship between crafts A and B.
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Static Balance: Trade-O�s� Sometimes one entity might be better thananother in some ways but not in others.� This is common in role-playing games:! The player can distribute a limited numberof points among a number of attributes,such as strength, stamina, and intelligence.� This point distribution could also be done behindthe scenes.! For example, consider a simple platformgame where the player is pitched against anumber of di�erent enemies.! For each level, the enemies could have a�xed number of points to divide betweentwo attributes, speed, and jumping power.! This would give us a nice range of enemiesof di�erent abilities.
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Static Balance: Combination� In some cases, two or more entities can be treatedas a single entity when balancing a game.! For example, even though one unit ofinfantry may not be enough to beat onearcher, you might be able to use a unit ofinfantry in combination with another unit.� As a designer, you wouldn't necessarily beexpected to explicitly design in all the possiblecombinations of entities within your game.� You do, however, have to be aware of them and tobalance the more troublesome ones by modifyingthe entities themselves and using shadow costs toequalize them.! For example, the previously mentioned tankrush from Red Alert could have beenavoided by modifying the shadow costs oftanks so that they were much more expen-sive to produce in the early stages of thegame.
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Static Balance: Emergence� Emergence is the action of simple rules com-bining to produce complex results.� Classic example: Conway's Game of Life� We start out with a con�guration of living cells(organisms) which are placed on a 2D grid.� This constitutes the �rst generation.� Rules are then used to get subsequent generations:! Any live cell with fewer than two neighborsdies of loneliness.! Any live cell with more than three neigh-bors dies of crowding.! Any dead cell with exactly three neighborscomes to life.! Any live cell with two or three neighborslives, unchanged, to the next generation.� Even though the rules are simple, some very inter-esting patterns emerge.� Try it and see.
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Static Balance: Emergence Example� Imagine that our character is on one side of alocked wooden door and wants to get to the otherside of the door.� Some solutions:! �nd the key and open the door! pick the lock! try and cast our magic Open Sesame spelland open the door magically� More obscure solutions (demonstrating emer-gence):! break down the door with an axe! burn though the door using �re or acid! cast a spell to turn it to stone or glass andthen shatter it! unscrew the hinges or the lock! use acid to burn though the hinges or thelock! break our way through the wall next to thedoor! cast a �ghost� spell on ourselves that lets uspass through solid objects
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Static Balance: Emergence Example� To get these more obscure solutions to work, wecan design our simulation so that we take intoaccount a limited subset of fundamental propertiesof matter and handle our interactions betweenobjects in that fashion.� Then we could consider the door as a collection ofconnected objects:! the hinge! the door itself, and! the lock� the door is made of wood; wood has a set of prop-erties:! �ammability (high)! resistance to acid (average), and! strength (average)� the lock and hinges would be made of metal;metal would have a set of properties:! �ammability (low)! resistance to acid (poor) and! strength (high)
� similarly, you could assign properties to the stonewall holding the door that detail whether it couldbe broken through or not
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Static Balance: Emergence� Emergence has to be used with care.� The player could imagine ways that we haven'tconsidered in order to get through the door.� This makes it di�cult for us to control the game-play directly.� Emergence has its dark side:! it can undermine gameplay, leading to anundesirable dominant strategy or, worse,fatal gameplay �aws
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Static Balance: Feedback Loops� The basic progression of a game is that it startsstatically and dynamically balanced and then getsout of balance, �rst one way and then the other.� It goes backward and forward like a seesaw withone player ahead and then the other, untilsomeone eventually gets so far ahead that it isimpossible for the other to catch up.� There are two types of feedback loops:! positive feedback: makes it easier whenyou are ahead! negative feedback: can be used tocounter positive feedback� Another solution for too much positive feedback isto include a random factor that gives the playerwho's behind a chance to catch up just throughsheer luck.
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Positive Feedback� Often, being ahead makes things easier for theplayer in that position and harder for the otherplayer. This is positive feedback that helps theleading player.! e.g., in Monopoly, the more money youhave the more hotels you can put up, whichproduces more money, and so on.� This is a desirable trait as long as it doesn'thappen too fast and doesn't leave the player who'sbehind with no way to catch up.� You want positive feedback so that the game willend eventually, but not too much! Example: Warcraft does not let you takeand use enemy factories; you can onlydamage and destroy them. If you could useenemy factories to build armies, the gamewould become unbalanced too quickly.� A game where the slightest advantage leads to arunaway victory for one player would not be fun.� If you are going to use positive feedback loops inyour design, make sure they have a reasonableresponse time delay before they kick into action.
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Negative Feedback� You can counter positive feedback with negativefeedback (in addition to the response time delay).� Suppose taking an enemy piece enables you to useit, but there is a price to be paid for it: It must besupported somehow.� This means that taking it is not �free�.� For example, in Dungeon Keeper:! You could torture enemy creatures to con-vert them to your side, but once you did,they had to have food and money and aplace to sleep.! The process of converting them also tooktime, and if you weren't careful, you mightkill them without converting them.
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Dynamic Balance� with dynamic balance, we are concerned withhow the balance changes with time and playerinteraction� a game system should initially be in a state ofstatic balance, but once it is set in motion, a dif-ferent form of balance, the dynamic balance ismaintained
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Dynamic Balance: Challenge� The game should scale in di�culty smoothly asthe player progresses into it.� In some games, the midgame experience turns outto be substantially more di�cult than theendgame! This is a bad idea!� The player would feel that anything after that dif-�cult point would be anticlimactic.
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Dynamic Balance: Fairness� A major factor in whether a player enjoys a gameis whether she perceives it to be fair or not.! It does not actually matter whether thegame is fair.! What is important here is the player's per-ception of fairness.� You could allow computer opponents to cheat(perhaps because it will make the implementationeasier, take less resources, etc), but you should doso subtly.� Blatant cheating by the computer is seen as a signof laziness on the part of the designers and devel-opers.
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Dynamic Balance: Fairness� No good designer would knowingly design a gamewhere a player destroys all changes of winning bytaking an action earlier in the game and not�nding out until later in the game.� Example:! In Monty on the Run, the object of thegame was to guide the hero to freedom andto escape the long arm of the law.! When the player started the game, he hadto choose �ve items to take along.! These items would help get past variousobstacles throughout the game.! The problem was that the player was givenno clues as to which were correct and whichwere not.! Thus, the player was e�ectively doomedfrom the start unless the correct choice wasmade at the beginning of the game.! This is clearly not fair.
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Dynamic Balance: Stagnation� Stagnation occurs when players become stuck.! Example: running around a level of a �rst-person shooter trying to �nd the lasthidden switch that opens the level exit.� Two ways to tackle stagnation:passive. the designer can make sure that theclues about how to proceed are hidden inplain sightactive. have the game work out whether theplayer has been wandering around aimlesslyand provide a few gentle nudges to guidehim in the right direction� If many players need to resort to outside assis-tance (e.g., looking up answers on the web), thenthis is an indication of a failed game design.
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Dynamic Balancing: Trivialities� Don't give the player trivial decisions!! Example: Don't force the player to decidewhere the gold is stored when she is tryingto build an army and plan a grand strategy!� A trivial decision is one where there is one log-ical outcome, or where the outcome has no reale�ect on the game.� The player should not be bothered with these.� Let the computer handle it and, if necessary,inform the player afterward.
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Dynamic Balance: Di�culty Level� Players can often choose from three or four di�-culty levels. For example:! easy! normal! hard! nightmare� To increase di�culty, you can make enemies:! tougher (e.g., they require more shots tokill, they have more deadly weapons, etc.)! numerous! smarter� Some games (e.g., Max Payne) dynamicallyadjust their di�culty level (i.e., while thegame is in progress) to something appropriategiven the observed skill of the player.� But dynamic di�culty level adjustment can leadto abuse of the system.� For example, a skilled player could deliberatelyplay badly just before he gets to a really toughsection of the game so that the game will go easieron him when he gets there.
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Balancing Technique:Design for Modi�cation� Design a core set of rules that the game adheres toand then design the game entities to conform tothose rules.� As long as the core rules are balanced, tweakingthem slightly will probably not a�ect the balancein wild and unpredictable ways.� Example:! In Age of Empires, all the game entities aregoverned by the same rules.! They have a large set of parameters used tocon�gure those rules to distinguish eachentity class.! A change to one of these parameters doesnot require a corresponding code change.! This allowed the designers to tweak param-eters easily.
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Balancing Technique:Tweaking and Experimental Methods� Tweaking parameters randomly is an ine�cientand wasteful way to modify balance.� Some tips:! modify only one parameter at a time andsee what happens! when initially modifying parameters, don'tbother with small changes (e.g., initially,try doubling or halving the parameter andsee what happens)
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Summary� A balanced game should:! be internally consistent! ensure the victory is determined by playerskill, not random factors! ensure that all players have access to thesame or functionally equivalent core options! ensure that combination and emergencedon't destroy the balance! provide a consistent challenge! provide the player with a perceivably fairplaying experience! avoid stagnation! avoid trivialities! allow setting of di�culty level (whereappropriate)
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